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OVER-THE-COUNTER
TRADING

—

Our global desk offers bespoke liquidity solutions to institutions and high net-worth

TRADING SERVICES:

individuals looking to trade BTC, ETH, XRP, and other cryptocurrencies against USD, EUR,

CHF, and GBP.

ADVANCED ORDER TYPES

BEST-IN-CLASS EXECUTION
Our Smart Order Routing Technology enables best-execution on a variety of Digital Assets –
identifying, comparing, and executing the best prices across multiple venues – achieving
optimal prices for our clients.
With an account at Scrypt, you can experience the benefits of dozens of trading venues, all
from one account. Enjoy deep liquidity and tight spreads without the burden of multiple API
connections, settlements, and fees – all while facing one regulated counterparty.

Access Digital Assets Through Our Institutional, Secure,
And User-Friendly Platform.
24/7 SEAMLESS EXECUTION

Our platform allows you to enjoy
multiple order types to accommodate
your strategies, such as: IOC, PEG/StopLimit, and TWAP.

POST-TRADE SETTLEMENT

We offer post-trade settlement for
qualified clients, improving
capital
efficiency and significantly reducing
counterparty risk.

CUSTODY SOLUTIONS

We provide an industry leading custody
solution, including optional insurance
for loss, damage, destruction or theft.

API INTEGRATION

Our clients benefit from a secure API to
access liquidity and execute trades 24/7,
allowing them to manage their portfolio
and reduce internal costs by benefiting
from low-latency connectivity.

CONTACT US

TRADE MAJOR
PAIRS

ZERO
FEES

SECURE WALLET
MANAGEMENT

Prices are streamed
net of all costs. Our
clients do not incur any
hefty or unexpected
transaction, deposit,
or withdrawal fees on
either fiat or crypto.

Safely store Digital
Assets in a Multi-Party
Computation
(MPC)
vault to enjoy the
security of cold storage
with the accessibility of
a hot wallet.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Sign up

Fund your account

Start trading

Invest in and trade a
range of
Digital
Assets, such as BTC,
ETH, USDC, DAI, using
the funding currency
of your choice (USD,
EUR, GBP, CHF).

For more information, please reach out to

otc@scrypt.swiss

OTC OVERVIEW

OTC TRADING
Address
Dammstrasse 16
6300 Zug,
Switzerland

Online
www.scrypt.swiss
info@scrypt.swiss

Disclaimer
The intellectual property rights to this report provided herein is owned
by Scrypt Asset Management AG (“Scrypt”). Any unauthorized use,
including but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or
otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without Scrypt’s prior
consent. Scrypt shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or
relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any
errors, inaccuracies, omission or delays in the data, or for any actions
taken in reliance thereon. In no event shall Scrypt be liable for any
special, incidental, consequential damages, arising out of the use of the
data.

Scrypt is a trademark owned by Scrypt Asset Management AG. This
report does not constitute nor shall it be construed as an offer by
Scrypt to buy or sell any particular security, financial instrument or
financial service. The analysis provided in this report is of a general
nature and is for informational purposes. This report shall not be
construed as providing investment advice that is adapted to or
appropriate for any particular investment strategy or portfolio. This
report does not and shall not be construed as providing any
recommendations as to whether it is appropriate for any person or

